Place cells are spatially modulated neurons found in the hippocampus that underlie 14 spatial memory and navigation: how these neurons represent 3D space is largely unknown. 15
Introduction 23
Place cells are neurons in the hippocampus that fire when an animal visits specific 24 regions of its environment, called place fields, and are thought to provide the foundation for 25 an internal representation of space, or 'cognitive map' (1, 2). The question arises as to 26 whether this map is three-dimensional, and if so whether the properties are the same in all 27 dimensions (3-5). This is important not just for spatial mapping per se but also because the 28 spatial map may form the framework for other types of cognition in which information 29 dimensionality is higher than in real space. Understanding how the brain integrates 30 information across dimensions is thus of theoretical importance. 31
A longstanding question concerns whether this map represents three-dimensional 32 space or whether it is essentially flat, with reduced information about the vertical dimension. 33 A previous study of place cells in rats (6) found vertical elongation of the place fields when 34 rats climbed either a pegboard wall studded with footholds or a spiral track, suggesting that 35 perhaps the cognitive map has a lower resolution for vertical space than for horizontal space 36 (i.e., is anisotropic). This finding was supported by observations that entorhinal grid cells, 37 thought to provide a spatial metric for place cells, showed absent spatial processing in the 38 vertical dimension. However, in a more recent experiment, when rats climbed a wall covered 39 with chicken wire place cells were found to have normally shaped firing fields, although fields 40 themselves occurred with lower probability than on the floor (7). This meant that although the 41 firing of spatial neurons differed between the floor and the wall, the horizontal and vertical 42 components of firing on the wall did not appreciably differ. Taking these findings together, it 43 seems that the differences in spatial encoding previously seen in the vertical dimension may 44 be due to the different constraints on movement, or the locomotor 'affordances' in the 45 different dimensions (8). Meanwhile, a study of flying bats found that place fields did not 46 deviate statistically from spherical (9), suggesting a spatial map of equal resolution in all 47 dimensions (isotropic). 48
Results

75
Rats explored the lattice maze fully, but adopted a layer strategy 76 Rats explored the lattice mazes ( Fig. S1 ) fully, with slightly more coverage in the 77 aligned than the tilted configuration ( Fig. S2A-B ). In both configurations they spent more time 78 in the lower half, and remained closer to the maze boundaries ( Fig. S2C-D 
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In the arena, animals' movements were mostly parallel to the horizontal X and Y-98 axes (median proportion of time along X & Y: 0.22 & 0.22) and their movements were 99 distributed between these two axes equally (߯ ଶ (1) = 0.08, p = .78, ߟ ଶ = 0.001, FT). In the 100 aligned lattice animals spent more time moving parallel to the X and Y axes than would be 101 expected by chance, but they rarely moved along the other axes (Z, or A, B and C; median 102 proportion of time along A, B, C, X, Y & Z respectively: 0.10, 0.11, 0.10, 0.18, 0.18 & 0.09, 103 chance 97.5 th percentile: 0.13). Animals thus travelled along the maze axes significantly 104 differently (߯ ଶ (2) = 14.0, p = .0009, ߟ ଶ = 0.52, FT) and post-hoc tests confirmed that they 105 explored the X and Y axes similarly, but the Z axis significantly less (X vs Z & Y vs Z, p < 106 .02, X vs Y, p > .99). This again confirms a strong horizontal bias in their movements when 107 climbing through the lattice (10). Lastly, in the tilted lattice only the A, B and C axes of this 108 maze were traversed more than chance (median proportion of time along A, B, C, X, Y & Z: 109 0.16, 0.16, 0.16, 0.10, 0.11, 0.11, chance 97.5 th percentile: 0.13) and these axes were 110 traversed equally (߯ ଶ (2) = 1.5, p = .47, ߟ ଶ = 0.13, FT). These effects can be seen in Fig. 1D -111
E. 112
Place fields were distributed uniformly throughout the lattices 113
In total we recorded 756 place cells in the lattice maze environments from 13 rats 114 (Table S2 ). Representative place cells can be seen in Fig Fig. S5A-B ). It is unlikely these effects were due to 160 inhomogeneous sampling ( Fig. S9 ). Field heights were bimodal in the aligned lattice, 161
suggesting that vertically elongated fields were longer than horizontally elongated ones ( Fig.  162 S5D-E). Place field elongation in the lattice mazes was weakly but significantly positively 163 correlated with field centroid distance from maze center ( Fig. S5F) . 164
In the square arena place fields were inhomogeneously distributed (߯ independent approach also confirmed that field elongation was best described as parallel to 189 each maze's axes (see supplementary results, Fig. S6 ). 190
Spatial coding was less accurate along the vertical dimension 191
If fields were larger along a specific dimension, firing rate maps would be more highly 192 autorcorrelated in this dimension ( Fig. S8A-B correction). These effects can be seen in Fig. 3B . Similar effects were obtained using the 204 median overall central component of autocorrelograms ( Fig. S8C ) and using an independent 205 approach to assess the binary morphological connectivity of lattice firing rate maps (Fig.  206   S8D ). Down-sampling trajectory data to account for the horizontal bias in animals' 207 movements confirmed that this bias does not account for these effects (Fig. S9) . 208
To explore this reduced encoding resolution effect further we also looked at the 209 spatial information content along each ratemap axis by calculating the spatial information 210 content after projecting maps onto the Cartesian planes. If fields were larger or if firing was 211 more diffuse along one dimension, place fields would appear larger in slices along the 212 orthogonal axes, resulting in a lower spatial information score (see Fig. S8A-B = .001, FT). These effects can be 219 seen in Fig. 3C . Equivalent effects were also observed when using mutual information (data 220 not shown). As before, down-sampling ruled out horizontal movement bias as an explanation 221 for these effects (Fig. S9) . 
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To investigate this reduced vertical resolution at the level of individual place fields we 245 found the three orthogonal 1D Gaussians (parallel to the Cartesian axes) that best described 246 each place field. In the aligned lattice these Gaussians differed in terms of their standard volumetric space in rats, which are predominantly surface-travelling animals. The aim was to 284 see whether all three dimensions would be represented equally, as they are in freely flying 285 bats, implying a volumetric map of space. We used three-dimensional lattice environments 286
where the rats were free to move in any direction, restricted only by the underlying structure 287 of the environment. In one setting the lattice structure was aligned with gravity and in the 288 other it was tilted, enabling us to disentangle restrictions due to gravity from restrictions due 289 to maze structure. We found that place fields packed the lattice space with ovoid fields, in a 290 similar manner to bats, indicating a volumetric map. However the fields were slightly 291 elongated along the maze axes. This was more pronounced in the vertical dimension for the 292 aligned lattice, indicating an interaction between the effects of structure and gravity on place 293 fields. Taken together with previous findings, this suggests that the hippocampal map of 294 three dimensional space is not fixed but is flexibly shaped by environment structure, perhaps 295 via the movement constraints/affordances it provides. Below, we discuss the findings that 296 lead to this conclusion, and its implications. 297
When the lattice was aligned with gravity we found that rats explored using a "layer 298 strategy" in which they fully explored one level before moving to the next, meaning far fewer 299 vertical movements than horizontal ones -this replicates previous findings and is consistent 300 with the notion that animals will execute the easier parts of a multi-stage journey first (10). 301
When the maze was tilted, all three principal axes became sloped relative to gravity and thus 302 equally easy/hard to traverse, and the layer strategy disappeared. We also found that rats 303 spent more time in the lower part of the mazes. 304
In both maze alignments, we found that place fields were distributed evenly 305 throughout the volume of the lattices and had broadly similar properties in vertical vs. 306 horizontal dimensions. They were larger in volume than fields in the open-field arena, 307 suggesting that the hippocampal representation of space scales according to environment 308 demands. This observation supports the multiscale spatial representation proposed by 309
Geva-Sagiv et al. (13) . Furthermore, we also observed the same sublinear relationship 310 between environment and place field size as that study; place field size did not scale linearly 311 with the environment but instead at a reduced rate, an effect which has also been reported 312 previously in rats (14) . Oddly however, we did not observe a significant increase in the 313 number of place fields exhibited per cell in the lattice maze environments. 314
We next looked at the structure of place fields in the different dimensions, finding that 315 place fields tended to be elongated, as has been generally seen (10, 11). Elongation did not 316 occur in every direction but was almost always in the direction of the maze axes/boundaries. 317
Two related explanations for why this might occur present themselves. One is that the maze 318 boundaries, represented by the termination of the cross-bars, serve to anchor place fields in 319 a similar way to walls and edges in a flat environment, possibly via boundary cells found in 320 the subiculum (12) and medial entorhinal cortex (13). These have been shown to respond to 321 both walls and edges (15, 16) and are able to "reset" the spatial firing of entorhinal grid cells 322 (17). Since the effect of anchoring falls off with distance due to accumulating path integration 323 error, fields should tend to be narrower in the direction orthogonal to the nearest boundary, 324 for which distance to the wall is small, and elongated in the direction that runs between the 325 two more distant boundaries. The other explanation is that perhaps fields tend to be 326 elongated in the direction more frequently traversed by the animals, or that is traversed for a 327 longer continuous time. Since animals can spend relatively little time running directly towards 328 or away from a boundary, but much time running back and forth along it, synaptic plasticity 329 would have more opportunity to "grow" fields along the direction of travel. A similar argument 330 could explain elongation along maze axes, although rats rarely moved vertically in the 331
aligned lattice yet fields were still elongated along this axis. In the present experiment we did 332 not investigate this further by rotating the axes relative to the boundaries, but this would be 333 an interesting task for future experiments. 334
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We next looked at whether field elongation was greater in the vertical dimension. 335
Previous research in rats on vertical surfaces found the vertical dimension to be represented 336 differently, although the exact nature of this difference depended on the movement patterns. 337
When the rats climbed on pegs but remained oriented mainly horizontally then place fields 338 were elongated vertically (6), whereas when the animals climbed by clinging to chicken wire 339 and were thus aligned with the wall then place fields were sparser, but no longer vertically 340 elongated (7). In a study of flying bats, fields were not different from spherical (18). In the 341 present experiment we found an increase in place field elongation in the vertical dimension, 342 which was also represented less stably: however this was only when the maze was aligned 343 with gravity, and not when it was tilted. The aligned configuration is the one that induced 344 differential movement patterns, with freer movement in x-y than in z. Putting all these 345 experiments together, the hypothesis emerges that place fields have less resolution in a 346 dimension in which the animal does not freely travel in the direction of its body axis. This 347 might occur if the distance-tracking process is not uniform in all directions but works best in 348 the direction of travel. 349
The heterogeneity of findings in the different mazes points to a fundamental 350 conclusion which is that there is not a fundamental, holistic map of space that permeates 351 three-dimensional space and is sampled by the animal as it moves through the space over 352 various surfaces. This is because no unitary map structure could account for field elongation 353 on the pegboard, field sparsity on the chicken-wire "cling wall" and rather, it seems that a 354 different kind of place cell representation is recruited depending on environment structure 355 and perhaps task demands. 356
Our findings of a volumetric place cell map agree not only with the data from bats but 357 also from recent neuroimaging work in humans, suggesting the encoding resolution for 358 movement along a vertical axis in a lattice maze does not differ greatly from horizontal (19). 359
However behavioral experiments suggest a subtle difference, with an advantage in memory 360 for horizontal as compared to vertical space (4). More recent evidence suggests that people 361 wrongly estimate the position of objects in a well-known building, giving the overall effect of a 362 vertically elongated but horizontally contracted spatial representation (20) which is in 363 agreement with our finding of increased elongation along the vertical dimension (but see 364 (21) . The path which participants use to explore a building has also been shown to play a 365 crucial role; people who explore a building by mainly vertical paths were better at recalling 366 the positions of vertically arranged objects than people who explored the same building by 367 mainly horizontal paths (22) supporting the importance of environment affordances in the 368 development of spatial representations. 369
In this paper we have shown that surface-dwelling animals such as rats do have a 370 volumetric representation of space and that this representation exhibits many of the same 371 characteristics as two-dimensional representations. Place fields are elongated parallel to the 372 primary axes of every environment with a slight bias towards vertical elongation and spatial 373 coding and stability are significantly reduced along this dimension, suggesting that these 374 animals may not encode the vertical dimension with equal accuracy. Future research will 375 need to investigate these effects in volumetric animals such as flying bats to determine if 376 spatial maps share a common organization across species or if separate neural mechanisms 377 exist in volumetric animals. Our results point to an important effect of environmental 378 affordances, evidence of which can be seen in other spatial mapping literature. However, 379 more research is needed to tease apart the relationship between affordances, geometry, 380 gravity and behavioral sampling. This could look to combine recordings with behavioral 381 training, to increase sampling of the more difficult vertical dimension. Our results, combined 382 with those from recent experiments on the head direction system (23, 24) suggest that the 383 rodent spatial navigation network may be far better at mapping three-dimensional space 384 than previously thought. This confirms the relevance of rodents such as rats in studying 385 these representations and undermines the view that volumetric animals such as bats are 386 necessary for these experiments. It also opens up new avenues of research and raises 387 questions regarding other spatial cells such as grid and boundary cells in the Subiculum and 388
